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All Verb 7s- H 

HABITED ABDEHIT HABIT, to clothe or dress [v] 

HACHURE ACEHHRU to make hatching on map [v -D, -RING, -S] 

HACKING ACGHIKN HACK, to cut or chop roughly [v] 

HACKLED ACDEHKL HACKLE, to hack (to cut or chop roughly) [v] 

HACKLES ACEHKLS HACKLE, to hack (to cut or chop roughly) [v] 

HACKNEY ACEHKNY to make common [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HACKSAW AACHKSW to use saw having fine-toothed blade [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

HADDEST ADDEHST HAVE, to hold as possession, privilege, or entitlement [v] 

HAFTING AFGHINT HAFT, to supply with handle [v] 

HAGGING AGGGHIN HAG, to hack (to cut or chop roughly) [v] 

HAGGLED ADEGGHL HAGGLE, to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying) [v] 

HAGGLES AEGGHLS HAGGLE, to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying) [v] 

HAGRIDE ADEGHIR to harass (to bother persistently) [v -RODE, -RIDDEN, -DING, -S] 

HAGRODE ADEGHOR HAGRIDE, to harass (to bother persistently) [v] 

HAILING AGHIILN HAIL, to welcome (to greet cordially) [v] 

HALLALS AAHLLLS HALLAL, to halal (to slaughter animal according to Muslim law) [v] 

HALLOAS AAHLLOS HALLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HALLOED ADEHLLO HALLO, to shout (to utter loudly) [v] 

HALLOES AEHLLOS HALLO, to shout (to utter loudly) [v] 

HALLOOS AHLLOOS HALLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HALLOWS AHLLOSW HALLOW, to make holy [v] 

HALOING AGHILNO HALO, to form halo (ring of light) [v] 

HALTERS AEHLRST HALTER, to put restraint upon [v] 

HALTING AGHILNT HALT, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

HALVING AGHILNV HALVE, to divide into two equal parts [v] 

HAMBONE ABEHMNO to overact (to act with exaggeration) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

HAMMERS AEHMMRS HAMMER, to strike repeatedly [v] 

HAMMING AGHIMMN HAM, to overact (to act with exaggeration) [v] 

HAMPERS AEHMPRS HAMPER, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

HANDING ADGHINN HAND, to present with hand (end of forearm) [v] 

HANDLED ADDEHLN HANDLE, to touch with hands [v] 

HANDLES ADEHLNS HANDLE, to touch with hands [v] 

HANDSEL ADEHLNS to give gift to [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

HANGARS AAGHNRS HANGAR, to place in aircraft shelter [v] 

HANGING AGGHINN HANG, to attach from above only [v] 

HANKERS AEHKNRS HANKER, to long for [v] 

HANKING AGHIKNN HANK, to fasten sail [v] 

HANSELS AEHLNSS HANSEL, to handsel (to give gift to) [v] 

HANTING AGHINNT HANT, to haunt (to visit frequently) [v] 

HAPPENS AEHNPPS HAPPEN, to occur (to take place) [v] 

HAPPING AGHINPP HAP, to happen (to occur (to take place)) [v] 

HARBORS ABHORRS HARBOR, to shelter (to provide cover or protection for) [v] 

HARBOUR ABHORRU to harbor (to shelter (to provide cover or protection for)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HARDENS ADEHNRS HARDEN, to make hard [v] 

HARKENS AEHKNRS HARKEN, to hearken (to listen to) [v] 
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HARKING AGHIKNR HARK, to listen to [v] 

HARMING AGHIMNR HARM, to injure (to do or cause injury to) [v] 

HARNESS AEHNRSS to put tackle on draft animal [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HARPING AGHINPR HARP, to play on harp (type of stringed musical instrument) [v] 

HARPOON AHNOOPR to strike with barbed spear [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HARRIED ADEHIRR HARRY, to pillage (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [v] 

HARRIES AEHIRRS HARRY, to pillage (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [v] 

HARROWS AHORRSW HARROW, to break up and level soil [v] 

HARSHEN AEHHNRS to make harsh [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HARUMPH AHHMPRU to harrumph (to make guttural sound) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HARVEST AEHRSTV to gather crop [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HASHING AGHHINS HASH, to mince (to cut into very small pieces) [v] 

HASPING AGHINPS HASP, to fasten with clasp [v] 

HASSLED ADEHLSS HASSLE, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

HASSLES AEHLSSS HASSLE, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

HASTENS AEHNSST HASTEN, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

HASTING AGHINST HASTE, to hasten (to hurry (to move swiftly)) [v] 

HATCHED ACDEHHT HATCH, to bring forth young from egg [v] 

HATCHEL ACEHHLT to separate flax fibers with comb [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

HATCHES ACEHHST HATCH, to bring forth young from egg [v] 

HATTING AGHINTT HAT, to provide with hat (covering for head) [v] 

HAULING AGHILNU HAUL, to pull with force [v] 

HAUNTED ADEHNTU HAUNT, to visit frequently [v] 

HAVENED ADEEHNV HAVEN, to shelter (to provide cover or protection for) [v] 

HAVERED ADEEHRV HAVER, to hem and haw [v] 

HAWKING AGHIKNW HAWK, to peddle (to travel about selling wares) [v] 

HAZARDS AADHRSZ HAZARD, to venture (to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss))) [v] 

HEADING ADEGHIN HEAD, to be chief of [v] 

HEALING AEGHILN HEAL, to make sound or whole [v] 

HEAPING AEGHINP HEAP, to pile up [v] 

HEARING AEGHINR HEAR, to perceive by ear [v] 

HEARKEN AEEHKNR to listen to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HEARSED ADEEHRS HEARSE, to transport in hearse (vehicle for conveying corpses) [v] 

HEARSES AEEHRSS HEARSE, to transport in hearse (vehicle for conveying corpses) [v] 

HEARTED ADEEHRT HEART, to hearten (to give courage to) [v] 

HEARTEN AEEHNRT to give courage to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HEATING AEGHINT HEAT, to make hot [v] 

HEAVING AEGHINV HEAVE, to lift forcefully [v] 

HECKLED CDEEHKL HECKLE, to harass speaker [v] 

HECKLES CEEHKLS HECKLE, to harass speaker [v] 

HECTORS CEHORST HECTOR, to bully (to treat abusively) [v] 

HEDGING DEGGHIN HEDGE, to surround with hedge (dense row of shrubs) [v] 

HEEDING DEEGHIN HEED, to pay attention to [v] 

HEEHAWS AEEHHSW HEEHAW, to guffaw (to laugh loudly) [v] 

HEELING EEGHILN HEEL, to supply with heel (raised part of shoe) [v] 

HEEZING EEGHINZ HEEZE, to hoist (to haul up by some mechanical means) [v] 
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HEFTING EFGHINT HEFT, to lift up [v] 

HEILING EGHIILN HEIL, to salute (to greet with sign of welcome or respect) [v] 

HEIRING EGHIINR HEIR, to inherit (to receive by legal succession) [v] 

HEISTED DEEHIST HEIST, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

HELISKI EHIIKLS to ski downhill on mountains reached by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HELLING EGHILLN HELL, to behave raucously [v] 

HELLOED DEEHLLO HELLO, to greet (to address in friendly and courteous way) [v] 

HELLOES EEHLLOS HELLO, to greet (to address in friendly and courteous way) [v] 

HELMETS EEHLMST HELMET, to supply with helmet (protective covering for head) [v] 

HELMING EGHILMN HELM, to steer ship [v] 

HELPING EGHILNP HELP, to give assistance to [v] 

HELVING EGHILNV HELVE, to provide with handle [v] 

HEMMING EGHIMMN HEM, to provide with edge [v] 

HENNAED ADEEHNN HENNA, to dye with reddish coloring [v] 

HENPECK CEEHKNP to dominate by nagging [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HENTING EGHINNT HENT, to grasp (to seize firmly with hand) [v] 

HERALDS ADEHLRS HERALD, to proclaim (to make known publicly or officially) [v] 

HERDING DEGHINR HERD, to bring together in herd (group of animals) [v] 

HEROIZE EEHIORZ to make heroic [v -D, -ING, -S] 

HERRIED DEEHIRR HERRY, to harry (to pillage (to plunder (to rob of goods by force))) [v] 

HERRIES EEHIRRS HERRY, to harry (to pillage (to plunder (to rob of goods by force))) [v] 

HICCUPS CCHIPSU HICCUP, to make peculiar-sounding, spasmodic inhalation [v] 

HIGGLED DEGGHIL HIGGLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HIGGLES EGGHILS HIGGLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HIGHTED DEGHHIT HIGHT, to command (to direct with authority) [v] 

HIJACKS ACHIJKS HIJACK, to seize vehicle while in transit [v] 

HILLING GHIILLN HILL, to form into hill (rounded elevation) [v] 

HILLOAS AHILLOS HILLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HILLOED DEHILLO HILLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HILLOES EHILLOS HILLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HILTING GHIILNT HILT, to provide with hilt (handle for weapon) [v] 

HINDERS DEHINRS HINDER, to impede (to obstruct progress of) [v] 

HINGING GGHIINN HINGE, to attach jointed device [v] 

HINNIED DEHIINN HINNY, to whinny (to neigh in low or gentle manner) [v] 

HINNIES EHIINNS HINNY, to whinny (to neigh in low or gentle manner) [v] 

HINTING GHIINNT HINT, to suggest indirectly [v] 

HIPPING GHIINPP HIP, to build type of roof [v] 

HIRPLED DEHILPR HIRPLE, to limp (to walk lamely) [v] 

HIRPLES EHILPRS HIRPLE, to limp (to walk lamely) [v] 

HIRSELS EHILRSS HIRSEL, to herd sheep [v] 

HIRSLED DEHILRS HIRSLE, to slide along [v] 

HIRSLES EHILRSS HIRSLE, to slide along [v] 

HISSING GHIINSS HISS, to make sibilant sound [v] 

HISTING GHIINST HIST, to hoist (to haul up by some mechanical means) [v] 

HITCHED CDEHHIT HITCH, to fasten with knot or hook [v] 

HITCHES CEHHIST HITCH, to fasten with knot or hook [v] 
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HITTING GHIINTT HIT, to strike forcibly [v] 

HOARDED ADDEHOR HOARD, to gather and store away [v] 

HOARSEN AEHNORS to make hoarse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HOAXING AGHINOX HOAX, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

HOBBING BBGHINO HOB, to furnish with hobnails [v] 

HOBBLED BBDEHLO HOBBLE, to limp (to walk lamely) [v] 

HOBBLES BBEHLOS HOBBLE, to limp (to walk lamely) [v] 

HOBNAIL ABHILNO to put hobnails (short nails with broad head) on shoe sole [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HOBNOBS BBHNOOS HOBNOB, to associate in friendly way [v] 

HOBOING BGHINOO HOBO, to live like hobo (vagrant or tramp) [v] 

HOCKING CGHIKNO HOCK, to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v] 

HOCUSED CDEHOSU HOCUS, to deceive or cheat [v] 

HOCUSES CEHOSSU HOCUS, to deceive or cheat [v] 

HOGGING GGGHINO HOG, to take more than one's share [v] 

HOGTIED DEGHIOT HOGTIE, to tie together legs of [v] 

HOGTIES EGHIOST HOGTIE, to tie together legs of [v] 

HOICKED CDEHIKO HOICK, to change directions abruptly [v] 

HOIDENS DEHINOS HOIDEN, to hoyden (to act like tomboy) [v] 

HOISING GHIINOS HOISE, to hoist (to haul up by some mechanical means) [v] 

HOISTED DEHIOST HOIST, to haul up by some mechanical means [v] 

HOLDING DGHILNO HOLD, to maintain possession of [v] 

HOLIDAY ADHILOY to take vacation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HOLKING GHIKLNO HOLK, to howk (to dig (to break up, turn over, or remove earth)) [v] 

HOLLAED ADEHLLO HOLLA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOLLERS EHLLORS HOLLER, to yell (to cry out loudly) [v] 

HOLLOAS AHLLOOS HOLLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOLLOED DEHLLOO HOLLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOLLOES EHLLOOS HOLLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOLLOOS HLLOOOS HOLLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOLLOWS HLLOOSW HOLLOW, to make hollow [v] 

HOLSTER EHLORST to put in holster (case for pistol) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HOMAGED ADEGHMO HOMAGE, to pay tribute to [v] 

HOMAGES AEGHMOS HOMAGE, to pay tribute to [v] 

HOMERED DEEHMOR HOMER, to hit home run [v] 

HONCHOS CHHNOOS HONCHO, to take charge of [v] 

HONDLED DDEHLNO HONDLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HONDLES DEHLNOS HONDLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HONEYED DEEHNOY HONEY, to sweeten with honey (sweet, viscid fluid) [v] 

HONGIED DEGHINO HONGI, to greet another by pressing noses together [v] 

HONGIES EGHINOS HONGI, to greet another by pressing noses together [v] 

HONKING GHIKNNO HONK, to emit cry like that of goose [v] 

HONORED DEHNOOR HONOR, to respect (to have high regard for) [v] 

HONOURS HNOORSU HONOUR, to honor (to respect (to have high regard for)) [v] 

HOODING DGHINOO HOOD, to furnish with hood (covering for head) [v] 

HOODOOS DHOOOOS HOODOO, to jinx (to bring bad luck to) [v] 

HOOFING FGHINOO HOOF, to dance (to move rhythmically to music) [v] 
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HOOKING GHIKNOO HOOK, to catch with hook (bent piece of metal) [v] 

HOOPING GHINOOP HOOP, to fasten with hoop (circular band of metal) [v] 

HOORAHS AHHOORS HOORAH, to hurrah (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HOORAYS AHOORSY HOORAY, to hurrah (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HOOTING GHINOOT HOOT, to cry like owl [v] 

HOOVERS EHOORSV HOOVER, to clean with vacuum cleaner [v] 

HOPPING GHINOPP HOP, to move by jumping on one foot [v] 

HOPPLED DEHLOPP HOPPLE, to hobble (to limp (to walk lamely)) [v] 

HOPPLES EHLOPPS HOPPLE, to hobble (to limp (to walk lamely)) [v] 

HORDING DGHINOR HORDE, to gather in large group [v] 

HORKING GHIKNOR HORK, to spit (to impale on spit (pointed rod on which meat is turned)) [v] 

HORNING GHINNOR HORN, to form horn (hard projection of head) [v] 

HORRIFY FHIORRY to cause to feel horror [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

HORSING GHINORS HORSE, to provide with horse (large, hoofed mammal) [v] 

HOSANNA AAHNNOS to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HOSEYED DEEHOSY HOSEY, to choose sides for children's game [v] 

HOSTELS EHLOSST HOSTEL, to stay at inns overnight while traveling [v] 

HOSTESS EHOSSST to act as hostess (woman who entertains socially) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

HOSTING GHINOST HOST, to entertain socially [v] 

HOTCHED CDEHHOT HOTCH, to wiggle (to move with short, quick movements from side to side) [v] 

HOTCHES CEHHOST HOTCH, to wiggle (to move with short, quick movements from side to side) [v] 

HOTDOGS DGHOOST HOTDOG, to perform showily [v] 

HOTFOOT FHOOOTT to hurry (to move swiftly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HOTTING GHINOTT HOT, to heat (to make hot) [v] 

HOUNDED DDEHNOU HOUND, to pursue relentlessly [v] 

HOUSELS EHLOSSU HOUSEL, to administer Eucharist to [v] 

HOUSING GHINOSU HOUSE, to lodge in house (building in which people live) [v] 

HOVELED DEEHLOV HOVEL, to live in small, miserable dwelling [v] 

HOVERED DEEHORV HOVER, to hang suspended in air [v] 

HOWDIED DDEHIOW HOWDY, to greet with words how do you do'' [v] 

HOWDIES DEHIOSW HOWDY, to greet with words how do you do'' [v] 

HOWKING GHIKNOW HOWK, to dig (to break up, turn over, or remove earth) [v] 

HOWLING GHILNOW HOWL, to cry like dog [v] 

HOYDENS DEHNOSY HOYDEN, to act like tomboy [v] 

HUDDLED DDDEHLU HUDDLE, to crowd together [v] 

HUDDLES DDEHLSU HUDDLE, to crowd together [v] 

HUFFING FFGHINU HUFF, to breathe heavily [v] 

HUGGING GGGHINU HUG, to clasp tightly in arms [v] 

HULKING GHIKLNU HULK, to appear impressively large [v] 

HULLING GHILLNU HULL, to remove shell from seed [v] 

HULLOAS AHLLOSU HULLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HULLOED DEHLLOU HULLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HULLOES EHLLOSU HULLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HULLOOS HLLOOSU HULLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HUMBLED BDEHLMU HUMBLE, to reduce pride of [v] 

HUMBLES BEHLMSU HUMBLE, to reduce pride of [v] 
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HUMBUGS BGHMSUU HUMBUG, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

HUMMING GHIMMNU HUM, to sing without opening lips or saying words [v] 

HUMMOCK CHKMMOU to form into hummocks (small rounded hills) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HUMORED DEHMORU HUMOR, to indulge (to yield to desire of) [v] 

HUMOURS HMORSUU HUMOUR, to humor (to indulge (to yield to desire of)) [v] 

HUMPHED DEHHMPU HUMPH, to utter grunt [v] 

HUMPING GHIMNPU HUMP, to arch into hump (rounded protuberance) [v] 

HUNCHED CDEHHNU HUNCH, to arch forward [v] 

HUNCHES CEHHNSU HUNCH, to arch forward [v] 

HUNGERS EGHNRSU HUNGER, to crave (to desire greatly) [v] 

HUNKERS EHKNRSU HUNKER, to squat (to bend one's knees and sit on one's heels) [v] 

HUNTING GHINNTU HUNT, to pursue for food or sport [v] 

HURDLED DDEHLRU HURDLE, to jump over [v] 

HURDLES DEHLRSU HURDLE, to jump over [v] 

HURLING GHILNRU HURL, to throw with great force [v] 

HURRAHS AHHRRSU HURRAH, to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval) [v] 

HURRAYS AHRRSUY HURRAY, to hurrah (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HURRIED DEHIRRU HURRY, to move swiftly [v] 

HURRIES EHIRRSU HURRY, to move swiftly [v] 

HURTING GHINRTU HURT, to injure (to do or cause injury to) [v] 

HURTLED DEHLRTU HURTLE, to rush violently [v] 

HURTLES EHLRSTU HURTLE, to rush violently [v] 

HUSBAND ABDHNSU to spend wisely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HUSHABY ABHHSUY go to sleep -- used imperatively to soothe child [v] 

HUSHING GHHINSU HUSH, to quiet (to cause to be quiet) [v] 

HUSKING GHIKNSU HUSK, to remove husk (outer covering) from [v] 

HUSTLED DEHLSTU HUSTLE, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

HUSTLES EHLSSTU HUSTLE, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

HUTCHED CDEHHTU HUTCH, to store away [v] 

HUTCHES CEHHSTU HUTCH, to store away [v] 

HUTTING GHINTTU HUT, to live in hut (simple shelter) [v] 

HUZZAED ADEHUZZ HUZZA, to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval) [v] 

HUZZAHS AHHSUZZ HUZZAH, to huzza (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HYDRATE ADEHRTY to combine with water [v -D, -TING, -S] 

HYMNING GHIMNNY HYMN, to sing hymn (song of praise to God) [v] 

HYPHENS EHHNPSY HYPHEN, to connect words or syllables with hyphen (mark of punctuation) [v] 

HYPOING GHINOPY HYPO, to inject with hypodermic needle [v] 

 


